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Abstract: Linux is a free OS which uses the Linux kernel. Linux safety makes its users rarely 

use antivirus to prevent the threat. Linux runs on virtually every platform from mobile devices to 

supercomputers. As a result, attackers target the Linux infrastructure to launch ransomware attack 

so that they can recover greater ransom for data recovery. Ransomware is a type of malware 

designed to block access to a computer system until a payment is made. In this study, the security 

of the Linux operating system, which employs Wine as a compatibility layer, will be assessed. 
Then to find out if ransomware has a higher impact than malware samples in previous studies or 

not. From the 30 ransomware samples that can run on the Linux OS, the final results obtained 

show that 50% affect the file system,80% affect the registry, 50% affect the service, 60% affect 

the Process and 70% affect the Network. While overall there are 30% of samples that affect the 

five existing parameters. The findings demonstrate that ransomware has relatively high 

implications for existing parameters. 

 

Introduction 

Compared to other operating system Linux is free and open source that is easy to patch and repair 

so in terms of security it is safer of protecting the operating system from threatening attacks. The 

majority of ransomware attacks encrypt or infect Windows OS, however they are slowly making 

their way to Linux-powered computers. To decrypt data it demands ransom from the user 

otherwise the attacker threaten to make data in public [1]. Windows programs cannot run on 

Linux operating system. Since the instructions to be performed cannot be translated directly by 

Linux. To overcome this problem, Linux users must use a compatibility layer called as Wine. 

Wine stands for "Wine Is Not an Emulator" .It is compatibility layer software by using this you 

can run Microsoft office on the Linux Operating system. However, according to research led by 
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Duncan titled "impact of running Windows Software using Wine" said that using wine Running 

Windows programs can pose a great security threat in Linux operating system. 

The research describes used of 30 samples of Trojan, Spyware and Worms to study the impact of 

Ransomware on Linux operating system that uses compatibility layer Wine. Ransomware is a 

major asset security threat. According to McAfee's report, the percentage of ransomware attack 

growth in Q1 in 2019 reached 118% [2]. These problems are the background of the writing of 

this study. 

Methods 

The method used for this research is the DRM (Design Research Methodology). The purpose of 

selecting this research methodology is to carry out a detailed approach so that it can help it can 

make the research designs to become more effective and efficient. The first stage is Research 

Classification, Some indications that support the assumptions for formulating research objectives 

are collected to achieve the research objectives. The next stage is Descriptive Study, The aim is 

to create a thorough description in order to identify the aspects that must be taken into 

consideration in order to increase the task's effective and efficient clarity.  The Third stage is 

perspective study, which aims to improve comprehension of the current situation and address the 

issues previously outlined. The final method used is static and dynamic analysis 

 

In order to protect the host environment, analysis is done in a virtualized setting. Both the host's 

operating system and the guests' operating systems are running on Ubuntu 18.04. Ransomware is 

executed by the first guest, and the second guest keeps track of the first guest's network while the 

ransomware is running. The guest network settings is in host-only mode, which prevents the 

ransomware from communicating with the internet and restricts the network to the local 

environment. 

 

Analysis 

3.1. Static Analysis 

Static analysis is a technique for examining the files without running it that may contain 

ransomware samples. In order to ensure that each sample is unique and never used more than 

once, the complete sample set is identified using this technique. The software used for analysis is 

HxD. it can identify file types, to check whether an executable sample is present or not. To ensure 
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that no sample is used more than once, the sample hash value is calculated using Hash Checker 

4.0.8. In order to confirm whether the used file contains ransomware, VirusTotal is also used. 

 

3.2. Dynamic Analysis 

In the context of malware analysis, dynamic analysis is a technique for examining the system 

before and after the ransomware has been executed on it in order to analyse the impacts of 

malware functionalities on the system. Gnome System Monitor, QPS GUI-based Process 

monitor, InetSim, and Wireshark are the programs used in this. Here's how the analysis is carried 

out. 

 

3.2.1. Simulate a server 

  
A Linux-based programme called Inetsim mimics common internet services (such DNS, HTTP / 

HTTPS, etc.). The monitoring guest machine has INetSim installed; once connected, the 

ransomware will act as the service provider and record all communications. 
 

3.2.2. Network Analysis.  

 

Wireshark is used to record network traffic while INetSim is operating on the monitoring guest 

machine. It is possible to determine whether the ransomware connects with the C2 server after 

execution by running a service simulation. 

 
 

3.2.3. Take the first registry snapshot  
 
A tool called Regshot is used to compare two registry snapshots. We must capture two registry 

snapshots one before and one after the malware execution. In order to use Regshot to analyse 

malware. Wine must be used to run the programme since the Regshot utilised is Windows 

Regshot. 
 
3.2.4. Running the ransomware 
 
In a dynamic analysis, the ransomware that will be the subject of the research must be executed 

in order to study its behavior. 

 
 

3.2.5. Analyze the modified file system 
 
Procmon is used to track malicious file system alterations. Such as the timestamp, the name of 

the process that triggered the event, how the event operated. 

 
3.2.6. Take the second registry snapshot 
 
Take the second snapshot once more after the virus has been active for a while, and then compare 

the two to see what changes have occurred. 
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3.2.7. Monitor the process 
Process Explorer is used to check the process to see if the ransomware starts a new process or 

terminates an existing one. 

 

Result 

The research of 30 ransomware samples revealed that certain samples had an impact on the 

parameters that are currently in use, while others did not. With specifics: up to 50% (15 samples) 

have an impact on the file system, 70% (20 samples) the network, 80% (24 samples) the registry, 

50% (16 samples) the service, 60% (18 samples) the process, and 30% (10 samples) have an 

impact on all currently used parameters. The findings have more ramifications for the operating 

system when compared to earlier experiments where only five successful malware samples were 

executed, 

The overall result is explained in below Table 
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Conclusion 

In this study, 30 ransomware samples were analyzed. A static analysis was used to identify each 

sample, and a dynamic analysis was done to determine the effects that Windows-based 

ransomware had on Linux, which uses the Wine compatibility layer. The results show that the 

ransomware sample had a relatively high negative impact on Linux users who use Wine to run 

Windows applications, with the specifics of 15 samples (50%) successfully affecting the file 

system, 20 samples (70%) successfully affecting the network, 24 samples (80%) successfully 

affecting the registry, 16 samples (50%) successfully affecting the service, 18 samples (60%) 

effectively influencing the process,  

The findings of the study and the recommendations made are increases to boost knowledge and 

awareness among Linux users who use Wine to execute Windows-based programs. 
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